
SlipStation Assembly
and

Instruction Manual
·

The Slipstation is designed for mixing and pumping abrasive slips
and glazes. It is capable of running for extended periods of time
to create smooth and consistent liquids. The pump comes
partially assembled, full assembly should take about 30 minutes
and is best carried out horizontally on a workbench. All assembly
and adjustments must be carried out with the motor disconnected
from the power supply.

Tools required:
· · 2 x adjustable crescents or spanner set
· · 2.5mm allen key
· · Rubber mallet
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1. Insert the washers on to
the threaded rods.

2. Pass the rods though
brackets though and into
the motor flanges as
shown.
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1. Screw threaded rods
completly into the dome
nuts.

2. While securing the dome
nuts, tightnen lock nuts.

3. Ensure that all threaded
rods are equal length and
parellel to each other.
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1. Place washers onto threaded rods.
2. Pass the inlet flange onto the rods.
3. The lip on the inlet faces down.
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Step 3



1. Place washers onto threaded rods.
2. Pass the inlet flange onto the rods.
3. The lip on the inlet faces down.
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Step 3



1. Remove the grub screw from the
impellor.

2. Line up the hole in the shaft with the
hole in the impellor.

3. Use a rubber mallet to tap the shaft
into the impellor.

4. The end of the shaft should be flush
with the bottom of the impellor

5. Visually check that the holes are
lined up for the grub screw.  If
needed place the shaft in a vice and
rotate the impellor by hand

6. Using a 2.5mm allen key screw in
the grub screw until it is flush with
the impellor.
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1. Insert the impellor shaft into collet
chuck.

2. IMPORTANT: Make sure there is a
small gap between the impellor
and the motor shaft to make sure
the shaft runs true.

3. Using two spanners or cresents
tighten the collet onto the shaft.

4. As you tighten the collet rotate the
shaft in the collet a couple times to
ensure it is seated correctly.  This
is best done vertically which will
help reduce vibration when
running.

5. The shaft comes pregreased.  If
reassembling after use it is
important to clean and grease this
area to ensure the shaft spins with
minimal run out.
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1. Pass the pump head over the
threaded rods.

2. Ensure the pump outlet lines
up with the hose bracket
attached to the motor.

3. Tighten washers and nylock
nuts to secure the pump
head.
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1. Adjust the nylock nuts so that the
impellor runs free with no rubbing
or interferance.

2. Ensure the impellor is as close as
possible to the top flange.

3. Pass the hose through the hose
bracket and into the fitting on the
pump.  Boiling water or a heat
gun can help getting the hose on
to the fittings.
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Step 7



WARNING:  TIGHTENING OF BOLTS OR ADJUSTMENTS
MUST BE DONE WITH THE MOTOR DISCONNECTED
FROM THE POWER SOURCE.   KEEP HANDS AWAY
FROM ROTATING  PARTS.  ENSURE HAIR AND ANY
LOOSE CLOTHING, IS TIED UP AND AWAY  FROM
MOVING PARTS. KEEP MIXING PADDLES AWAY FROM
THE  IMPELLER.  NEVER PUT YOUR HANDS INSIDE
THE MIXING TANK WITH THE PUMP CONNECTED TO A
POWER SOURCE.  THE MOTOR MUST BE CONNECTED
TO A RCD PROTECTED SUPPLY.

Mixing slip from dry powder:

1. Fill the tank with water.  Let this circulate through the
pump and nozzle for a few minutes to dislodge any
old, dried up clay in the system.

2. With the pump running, add minimum quantities of
deflocculant to the water (N42, dispex etc)

3. With the pump running, start adding powder to the
mix.  The hand nozzle can be unscrewed from the
hose to allow for a higher flow rate during this process
which will speed up the mixing and prevent blockages
while the clay is still lumpy.

4. A manual mixing paddle can be used to help the
mixing process for the first few minutes.

5. Once the slip is completely mixed, check the specific
gravity and adjust to spec.

6. Add any extra deflocculant required to create a
smooth slip.

7. Continue mixing until smooth.
8. Pass slip through a 60# or 80# sieve before first

pouring.

General operation

1. Run the mixer for several minutes before pouring.
2. Run the mixer with the either the nozzle open or

nozzle removed.  This will prevent heat build up and
damage  up in the pump head and also prevent
blockages.

3. A paddle can be used to help the tank mix if it has
been sitting or a long time or to dislodge any clay
stuck to the sides of the bucket.

4. Keep the nozzle in a bucket of water between pours to
prevent clay blocakges.

5. Remove the nozzle from the hose if reclaiming large
pieces of clay to prevent blockages in the nozzle.

6. Be careful when storing the hose outlet below the
height of the bucket as the clay may syphon out!



Problem Observed Possible Reason Solution
Low slip flow Slip is too thick Check and adjust specific

gravity
Check correct amounts of

deflocculant
Blockage in hose Remove nozzle and run pump

back into tank
Blockage in nozzle Remove nozzle and clean/ flush

with water
Gap between housing and

top of impellor too large
Adjust so that it is <2mm

Trapped air bubbles in
cast

Slip is too fluid Check and adjust specific
gravity

Check correct amounts of
deflocculant

Slip is too low in
bucket

Ensure slip is 100mm above the
impellor

Slip not mixing correctly Slip is too thick Check and adjust specific
gravity

Check correct amounts of
deflocculant

Use a paddle to start the mixing
process

Volume of slip too
large

Mixing works best with volumes
less than 100L in a round

bucket

Pump noisy/ vibration Loose bolts, chuck Remove from power and check
and adjust all fittings

Foreign matter has
fallen into the tank

Inspect pump head and remove

Motor overheats (normal
temperature is <65°C)

Blocked air flow to
motor

Ensure the top of the motor is
clear

Motor is covered in
clay

Clean motor with a spongeVersion 1.1 01/05/2021

Trouble Shooting


